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We conducted this study by generally following the scientific method  
Our question was essentially whether we could develop a better way than on-site 
inspection to verify food safety at a retail food establishment.  The hope was to utilize 
technology and records review in order to reduce the on-site inspection frequency. 
There was a considerable amount of effort spent designing the alternative food safety 
verification system.  An even bigger challenge proved to be identifying what to measure 
to determine if this alternative system worked. 
Once we figured these things out, we ran the experiment, gathered the data, analyzed 
it, and reached a conclusion.   
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We, and our collaborators at Kwik-Trip, felt that any alternative approach must be 
based on an understanding of risk, knowledge of controls, and effective monitoring and 
decision-making tools. 
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A pilot project was conducted to determine if record review of Kwik Trip Stores over the 
course of two years would prove to be a satisfactory augmentation to onsite 
inspections. Chosen because they have a history of compliance and extensive 
processing records.  The actual project, because of delays and personnel changes that 
affected planning, was spread over a roughly 5-year period. 
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The work load was comparable to what it is today, but the standards and tools available 
have increased since this project was started. 
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Kwik-Trip had a fairly rigorous food safety system already in place. 
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A lot of issues must be resolved before a collaborative pilot study can get off the 
ground.  Agreement and resolution of issues requires trust, which was built through a 
variety of facility visits, sitting in on K-T training, and frank meetings. 
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This was our first attempt of what we would do instead of the standard “once every 8 
months” on-site inspection.  Note that the actual inspection frequency wasn’t slated to 
change all that much. 
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After a lot of thought, the plan was refined. 
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This is what we finally agreed on.  Review HEAT records for refrigerators and freezers, 
temperature log books, illness logs, microbiological testing, menu changes, product 
discard logs, corrective action logs and third party or internal audits.   
Audit focused on reheating for hot hold, cold and hot hold, protection from 
contamination, food contact surfaces, good hygienic practices, bare hand contact, and 
hand wash facilities.   
Semi-annually shadow Food Safety District Leaders (FSDL).  
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Our hazard analysis identified these debit items as being worthy of focused attention 
during audits. 
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It’s fine to operate a new system.  But how do you figure out if it works better?  We felt 
that generally we would need to have a control group of stores, under the standard 
inspection system, to use as a basis for comparison.  We all know that it is not practical 
to use illness cases or outbreaks as a metric -tough to prove attribution, and events are 
infrequent..  One approach was to evaluate the completeness of the documentation 
and records review.  This would only involve the pilot stores.  Another approach was to 
compare debit numbers and severity in control and pilot stores.  This approach might 
require the development of a score sheet, with numerical scores for each debit.  
Various debits can cover a range of risk levels – creating a subjectivity problem.  We 
also focused on how to evaluate the reliability of the audit process.  We would run into 
some problems related to differences in inspecting / audit technique and content. 
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Here is a description of the number and severity of debits noted by WDATCP inspectors 
at pilot program and control stores before and at the end of the study.  What would you 
conclude? Number and severity of debits tended to drop with time.  There tended to 
be more debits at pilot program stores, but that was the case before the study even 
started. 
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We decided this was the most feasible way to evaluate the 3rd-party and internal audit 
system.  The observations of their “standard” was what we evaluated.  If their standard 
would notice the same things our standard would notice, then the two systems could 
be considered equally stringent. 
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Check to see if item numbers/codes match up.  KT report marking form and 
standardization report marking form or standard state inspection form. 
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Before starting the “audit the auditor” process, we went over Kwik Trip background 
such as; menus, processes & procedures to become more familiar with the overall 
operation of the stores.  GRPs employee illness.  Soups, F’real, datemarking, meat... 
FSDLs do their audits quarterly and they also have a third party audit done through 
Steritech bi-annually. 
FSDL did their food safety audit while all 4 of us observed.  After the process was 
complete we discussed forms, suggestions, and next steps.  We firmed up schedules so 
that one FS and one KT QA shadows a FSDL at selected stores across the state.   Note: 
industry considers good quality control as equivalent to food safety step.   
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Explain purpose to store leader.  Corporate had informed staff of project. 
Grade – comparison of audit reports between FS & KT food safety.  Look for trends 
whether similar or different.  Date mark was a consistent difference. Flow of inspection 
between auditors was different. 
Recommendations- dynamic inspection versus a check list approach. 
Misses based upon food code and standardization process.  Did FSDL ask employee 
process questions or assume procedures are being followed.  
Mix it up so that David and I both get to go out with Marty and Dave but shadow the 
same FSDLs 
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They have an audit check list to go through, but they should ask employees more food 
safety related questions. 
Practice- have their own test strips or ask employee to use theirs, ask about 
thermometer calibration. 
Violation-missed opportunity due to check list inspection process, recording cook 
temperature. 
Interpretations-open package of cut greens from KT commissary or burritos removed 
from commissary package –what date required. 
KT questions- how often is self serve fountain ice bin cleaned, is produce pre-washed or 
washed on site.  
 Other-Does Kwik Trip ever rotate FSDL areas?  Familiarity can lead to assumptions. 
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Comparison table for inspection information.  Compare KT & Steritech reports to DATCP 
audit reports and field inspection reports.  Known disconnects were: date marking, 
cleaning  
Known technical differences were: corporate policies.   
Fixes to this are: train staff on dynamic inspection and standardization processes.   
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